You spoke, we listened…
You Wanted | TIPS Addresses Your Needs
---|---
☑ Increased Productivity | ☑ Only one person required to operate the system.
☑ Space Savings | ☑ Does away with pipe rack or bulk storage. Ceiling mounted (or under floor storage) can free up virtually all your floor space.
☑ Reduce Lost Property Claims | ☑ Access is restricted and property is efficiently organized.
☑ Fast Property Retrieval | ☑ Our electronic controller always takes the shortest route and permits quick access to each designated location.
☑ Flexibility For Future Growth | ☑ Can be quickly converted to double-tier system. Easily expanded modular design.
☑ Low Maintenance | ☑ Features like soft-start limit wear and tear. All controls located near operator for easy and secure access.
☑ Custom Designed Solutions | ☑ White's engineers work closely with your architects, planners and transition teams to design the most efficient and cost effective system for your facility.
☑ No Hassle Response | ☑ Excellent customer support.

Each TIPS System is a customized solution engineered to meet your needs. The system is completely modular and very flexible. It can be designed to fit your building, your volume and your budget.

That’s a lot to claim, but TIPS delivers!

It’s dollars and sense

Taxpayers demand more for their money. But at the same time, inmate populations at all levels are rising. Doing more with less: less money, less space, less manpower. It’s how business stays competitive; it’s how jail and other detention administrators hold the budget line.

White Conveyors can help with our Total Inmate Property Storage system

TIPS is better by design. It’s designed to save space—it does away with aisles and pipe rack or bulk storage units of traditional storage systems. TIPS can save 40% - 70% of the floor space when it replaces traditional storage systems. And, if you mount it from the ceiling, virtually all of your floor space is available for other uses. Floor supported or suspended from the ceiling, the system can be installed to make best use of any space alongside, above, or below your property room—installed on one or multiple levels.

Can be designed to meet any capacity requirements

...from light to extra heavy duty components. White components can handle property bags with up to 30 pounds capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conveyor Type</th>
<th>Capacity (lbs./ft.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Yoke</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Yoke</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed Track</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Many Benefits of Total Inmate Property Storage:

TIPS is designed to be **efficient**

One person can easily operate the system without ever leaving his or her station—that can cut manpower costs. Automatic keypad controls keep retrieval of property bags prompt. By simply entering a location number, the system automatically retrieves property already stored. New inmate property acceptance is just as easy. And no matter where in the system that property is stored, TIPS is designed to always use the shortest return route.

...to **reduce claims**

The system can be closed in completely and limited only to authorized staff. Because access is restricted and all property is efficiently organized, it’s less likely that property can be lost or stolen.

...to be **flexible**

The *modular* TIPS system can fit in almost anywhere, maximizing the use of your available space in existing, or new facilities.

...to be **expandable**

TIPS can grow as your inmate population grows—or change as your facilities change, even if you move to a new location. Just add more modular track length—and single-tier systems can be *easily converted* to double-tier systems as capacity needs grow.

...to be **dependable**

It is engineered to meet the *long-term* needs of any correctional facility.

...to **run longer**

*with less maintenance*

Features such as electronic soft-start, for a smooth start-up of the system, limit wear and tear. All controls are located as a unit near the operator for easy and secure access.

Special inmate property storage bags further assure both security and ease of operation. They are designed to accommodate a wide variety of clothing and other personal items, and are available in sizes to meet virtually any need.

Based on proven technology and engineered for high use, low maintenance environments, TIPS is installed in hundreds of city, county, state and federal corrections facilities.
The reason why White Conveyors’ Total Inmate Property Storage system is so successful is our commitment to Customer Service.

It starts with a knowledgeable White Conveyor sales professional and continues with site evaluations and submittal drawings. White engineers know that each and every property storage situation is different...that it requires a custom solution. The engineers work closely with your architects, planners and transition teams to make sure TIPS performs—providing the greatest efficiency, security and the best use of available space.

We’re ready to offer a customized solution to your inmate property storage needs. For more information, or to arrange a visit by White’s “man with the plan”—your regional White Sales Manager—call us at 800-524-0273, ext. 32.

White Pioneered Automated Inmate Property Storage, And Is Still The Leader!

WHITE CONVEYORS, INC.
10 Boright Avenue, Kenilworth, NJ 07033